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A better way
to get fuel
Transform the way your dealership gets
fuel with ReFuel Mobile.

D E A  L  E  R  S  H I  P  S    T  H  A  T    T  R  U  S  T     U  S

Fuel Management
Track every dollar spent
on fuel and no longer
require the need for gas
cards.

Save on Labour
Eliminate the time
employees spend going to
the gas station, waiting in
line, and filling up.

Theft Reduction
Avoid the risk of theft by
taking company credit
cards and fuel cards out of
circulation.

Minimize Wear &
Tear
No more unnecessary
mileage added to your
dealership vehicles.

Safer
Our drivers are professional
and safety certified,
eliminating your exposure
to gas pumps.

Greener
Every fill up done by our
trucks saves 1.4 lbs of C02
emissions. Contribute to a
greener future.

Why partner with us?



Avoid sending out members of your team
to fuel vehicles, saving your dealership time,
money and resources. ReFuel Mobile helps
dealerships reduce liability, fraud and theft. 

Faster, safer and risk free.

ReFuel Mobile has helped us become more efficient by
alleviating the need to leave the lot and get fuel. We have
created some great new processes surrounding their daily
on-time delivery model. We are even launching a new
initiative as a work perk where all employees can
download the app and use the fuel service while on the
property with no delivery fee. This will help our carbon
footprint, help employees avoid the unnecessary stop and,
most importantly, allow our over 300 employees in London
to receive the wholesale pricing model for which we
qualify based on our volume.

Shannon Maloley
VP, Business Development, Finch Auto Group

Don't just take our word for it.

Our drivers will work with your operations
team to ensure that the vehicles on your lot
are filled and ready to go. Whether its a
new car for a customer or one of your
demo vehicles, ReFuel can fill up on site. No
need to send an employee out to fill up.

Custom program built for you.

Quit sending employees to fill up customer cars and demo vehicles. 
With ReFuel Mobile, we bring the gas to your parking lot.

 
www.refuelmobile.ca
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Sign up with ReFuel Mobile today.


